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Minor comments:

p1, line35: Could you add these neighbouring sites to the map? And it would be good to find out what data is publicly available, and use them for further validation if possible.

p4, line22: thanks for mentioning atmospheric conditions, too often ignored.

p4, line148: you could mention somewhere here that bundling all the constituents in a species together is valid due to the "credo of smoothness" assumption.

p6, line206: In figure 6, it looks like the ADI is negative as the peak is before the max declination?

p7, line 251: (And elsewhere, please check all), Msf should be MSf [Moon-Sun-fortnight]. Similarly Msm should be MSm [Moon-Sun-month].

p7, line 270: Given MSf is important, I wonder if it might be worth including MS4? It might mop up the high frequency residual in figure 8. Worth checking the amplitude in the long record.

p8, line 302: So the tides in the Ross Sea will be almost 1.5 times larger in 2025 than in 2016? I wonder how aware the ice modelling community are of this?

fig 6: Is the split y axis really necessary here?

Language:

I am particularly impressed by how clearly written this paper is - I thank the authors for making the reviewing task easy. I wish I wrote as well!

p1,line9: "Though" should be "However"

p7 line 246: -tropic ?

p8 line 275: The abreviations DD etc aren’t used again, delete.
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Oh, and you need to add doi to some of your other references!